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A REMARK ON A LOWER ENVELOPE PRINCIPLE
by Masanori KISffl

Introduction.

Let Q be a locally compact Hausdorff space, every compact
subset of which is separable, and let G(rc, y) be a positive
continuous (in the extended sense) function defined on Q X Q,
which is finite at any point (rr, y) e Q x Q with x =/= y. This
function G is called a positive continuous kernel on Q. The
kernel G defined by G{x, y) == G(y, x} is called the adjoint
kernel of G. For a given positive measure p., the potential
G[x(rc) and the adjoint potential G^{x) are defined by

G(^) = f G{x, y) d^(y) and G(^) = / G{x, y) du.(y)

respectively. The G-energy of m is defined by fGy.{x) d^{x),
Evidently this is equal to fG^(x) d^{x).

We shall say that G satisfies the compact lower envelope
principle when for any compact subset K of Q and for any
^ es @o and v e ̂ o (1), the lower enveloppe Gpi A Gv (2) coincides
G-p.p.p. on K with a potential GX of a positive measure X
supported by K(3). It is seen by an existence theorem obtained
in [4] that if the adjoint kernel G satisfies the continuity

(1) -̂o ls tne totality of positive measures with compact support and 8n is the
totality of positive measures in 3X1^ with finite G-energy.

(2) (GpL A Gv) (x) == inf | Gp.(a;), Gv (x) \ .
(3) We say that a property holds G-p.p.p. on K when it holds on K almost every-

where with respect to any (JL in 80.
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474 M. KISHI

principle (4) and G satisfies the ordinary domination
principle (5), then G satisfies the compact lower envelope
principle (cf. [6]). In this paper we examine what we can say
about the converse.

We consider a positive continuous kernel G satisfying the
continuity principle and we assume that any open subset of
0 is of positive G-capacity (6). We shall show that such a
kernel satisfies the ordinary domination principle if it is not
a finite-valued kernel on a discrete space, provided that G
or 6 is non-degenerate (7) and G satisfies the compact lower
envelope principle. The exceptional kernel G satisfies the invere
domination principle (8).

1. Elementary weak balayage principle.

1. We say that G satisfies the elementary weak balayage
principle, if for any compact set K and any point XQ^K,
there exists ^.e^, supported by K, such that

G(X == G£^ G-p.p.p. on K,

where £^ is the unit measure at .To-
First we show that the compact lower envelope principle is

stronger than the elementary weak balayage principle.

LEMMA.—If a positive continuous kernel G satisfies the
compact lower envelope principle^ then it satisfies the elementary
weak balayage principle.

Proof. — Without loss of generality, we may suppose that
&Q is not empty. Let K be a compact set and XQ be a point
not on K. Since G£^ is bounded on K and S>Q -=f^ ^, there
exists a positive measure \ in SQ such that GX >• G£^ on K.

(4) This means that if Gp. is finite continuous as a function on the support Su.
of (JL, then G^JL is finite continuous in Q.

(5) Namely the following implication is true for G: Gu. < Gv on Su. with (Jie8n
and ve<mo===^G{ji<Gv in Q. r r o

(6) This means that for any non-empty open subset co of Q there exists \ ̂  0
in 89 such that SXcoj.

(7) We say that G is non-degenerate when for any two different points x^ and
^2» ^xJ^xi ̂ F- ̂ y constant in Q, where e .̂ is the unit measure at a;,, (i === 1, 2).

(8) Namely the following implication is true for G: Gu, < Gv on Sv with ne8o
and ve::nio==^G[ji<Gv in Q.
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Then, by the compact lower envelope principle, there exists a
positive measure pi, supported by K, such that

G(X = GX A G£,, G-p.p.p. on K.

Hence G(A = G£^ G-p.p.p. on K and G satisfies the elementary
weak balayage principle.

2. In [5] we obtained the following results concerning the
elementary weak balayage principle.

PROPOSITION 1. — Let G be a positive continuous kernel on
Q such that G or G is non-degenerate and G satisfies the continuity
principle. Assume that every open subset of Q is of positive
G-capacity. If G satisfies the elementary weak balayage principle,
then it satisfies the ordinary domination principle or the inverse
domination principle.

PROPOSITION 2. — Under the same assumption as above, G
satisfies the ordinary domination principle, if it satisfies the
elementary weak balayage principle and there exists a point
XQ in Q such that G(XQ, Xo) = + °°-

By these propositions and Lemma 1 we have

THEOREM 1. — Assume that a positive continuous kernel G
on Q satisfies the continuity principle and that every open
subset of Q is of positive G-capacity. If G satisfies the compact
lower envelope principle and G or G is non-degenerate, then it
satisfies the ordinary domination principle or the inverse domina-
tion principle,

THEOREM 2. — Assume the same as aobve. If G satisfies the
compact lower envelope principle, G or G is non-degenerate and
there exists a point XQ in Q such that G{xo, XQ) = + oo, then G
satisfies the ordinary domination principle.

From these theorems follows

COROLLARY. — Assume the same as above. If G satisfies the
compact envelope principle and dose not satisfy the ordinary
domination principle, then it is a finite continuous kernel (9)
satisfying the inverse domination principle.

(9) Namely it is a finite-valued and continuous kernel.
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2. Finite continuous kernels.

3. Throughout this section we consider a finite continuous
kernel G on Q. We shall prove several lemmas on G.

LEMMA 2. — Let G satisfy the inverse domination principle.
Then it is non-degenerate if and only if

r(^, x^) = G{x^ x^)G{x^ xz) — G(^i, x^)G(x^ ^i) < 0

for any two different points x^ and x^ in Q.

Proof. — Since G satisfies the in verse domination principle,
f(^i, ^2) < 0 for any two different points x^ and x^ in Q. In
fact, the identity Ge^i) = aGs^i) with

a = G(^i, X^)IG{X^ x^)

and the inverse domination principle yield

(1) G^(x) > aGe^{x)

for any x in Q. Therefore Ge^x^) > aG^(x^) and hencer(^i, xz) ̂  o.
Now suppose that F^i, ^2) = 0. Then

G£^(^) = ̂ G£^(^).

Hence by the inverse domination principle

G£^(^) < aGe^{x)

for any x in Q. This together with (1) shows that G is degene-
rate. Consequently F(^i, x^ < 0 if G is non-degenerate. The
converse is evidently true.

COROLLARY. — Under the same assumption as above G is
non-degenerate if and only if its adjoint kernel G is non degene-
rate.

Proof. — This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2,
since G satisfies the inverse domination principle when and
only when G satisfies the principle (see Theorem 2' in [5]).
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LEMMA 3. — If G satisfies the inverse domination principle,
then G satisfies the compact upper envelope principle, i.e., for
any ^, v e ̂  and any compact subset K of Q, there exists
T <= TOo, supported by K, sucA <Aa(

GT= GpiVGv onK(10).

-Proo/*. — Put u = Gp. V Gv. Then by the inverse existence
theorem (cf. Theorem 4' in [5]) there exists a positive measure
T, supported by K, such that

GT <; u on K,
GT = u on ST.

By these inequalities and the inverse domination principle we
obtain

GT = u on K.

COROLLARY. — If G satisfies the inverse domination principle,
then Us adjoint G satisfies the compact upper envelope principle.

LEMMA 4. — If G is non-degenerate and satisfies the inverse
domination principle, then it satisfies the unicity principle (n).

Proof (12). — Let K be a compact subset of Q and 6 be the
space of all finite continuous functions on K with the uni-
form convergence topology. We put

3) = \f^ (°; f= Gp4 — G^ on K with ̂ ^^\.

First we show that 3) is dense in 6. By the corollary of Lemma
3 we easily see that 3) is closed with respect to the operations V
and A, i.e., if f, e 3)(i = 1, 2), then ^V^ and ^A^ belong
to 2). Let x^ and x^ be different points on K. Since G is non-
degenerate, F(x^ x^) -=^ 0 by Lemma 2. Hence for any given
real numbers a^ and Og, there exists f in 3) such that

= hG^x, + t^Ge^ {t,, real)
f{x,)=a, (.=1,2).

x j G{A (x), Gv (x) S .
Go == Gv in Q with u.. veJUn imnIL

J = l^^
fW =

(10) (Gpi V Gv) (x) == max j G{JL (a:), Gv (x) j .
(n) Namely the equality G{JL = Gv in Q with u., ve^o implies u. == v(12) Cf. [3] and [6]. t- o p ^
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Thus we can apply the theorem of Weierstrass and Stone
(cf. [I], p. 53) and we obtain that 3) is dense in 6.

Now let Gp4 == Gp.2 in ^ with p4 e 'HTCo and take a compact
set K which contains Sp4 u Spi-a- We shall show that

ffd^=ffd^

for any f in 6. By the above remark there exists, for any
positive number s, a function gin 3) such that \f(x) — g{x)\ <; £
on K. Then

\ffd^—fgd^<^fd^ ( i= l , 2 ) .

Since f g d^ == f g d^,

\f fd^—f fd^ < 2e max (fd^f ̂ ).

Consequently / fd^ = / f d^. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 5. — Assume that G is non-degenerate and satisfies
the compact lower envelope principle and the inverse domination
principle^ Let Xo be a positive measure such that

GXo = G(X A Gv on S[JL u Sv,
SXo c S(Ji. u Sv.

Then for any x in Q

G\{x) = (GaAGv(^).

Proof. — Let K be a compact set containing S(JL u Sv and X
be a positive measure supported by K such that

GX== G[xAGv onK.

By Lemma 3, there exists a positive measure T, supported by K,
such that

G T = G ( X V G V onK.
Then

GX + GT = Gpi/^Gv + GjxVGv = Ga + Gv
on K. Since X + T ^d P1 + v are supported by K, we obtain
by the inverse domination principle that

G(X + T) = G(?L + v) in Q.
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Hence by Lemma 4, X + T == [JL + v and X is supported by
S[^ u Sv. Consequently again by the inverse domination
principle, we have GX = G^o and hence X == Xo. This shows
that

GXo == GpiAGv in Q.

LEMMA 6. — Assume that G is non-degenerate and satisfies
the compact lower envelope principle and the inverse domination
principle. Then for any points x^ x^ and x in Q either

G(x, x^) ̂  G(x^ x^}
G{x, x^) G{x^ x^)

or
G(^ ^i) ^ G(x^ x^\
G(x, x^) ~ G{x^ x^)

Proof. — Without loss of generality we may assume that
G(x, x) == 1 for any x in Q, since G\x, y) == G(x, y)fG{x, x)
is a non-degenerate finite continuous kernel which satisfies
the compact lower envelope principle and the inverse domina-
tion principle. We take three different points x^ x^ and ^3
in Q and put

gij = G(^, ^,).
By Lemma 2

(2) ^12^21 > 1.

Hence we can take positive measures pi = a^ + 0362,
v == &i£i + &2&2 such that

(3) G^) < Gv(^) and G(JL(^) > Gv(^),

where £; is the unit measure at ^. Then by our assumption
there exists a positive measure X == c^ + c^ such that

GX(^)=(G(xAGv)(^) i= 1,2.
By Lemma 5 this equality holds at ^3. Suppose that

G\{x,) = G )̂.
Then

°i + C2gi2 == »i + a^g^,
Clg2l + ^ === &ig21 + &2,

^1^31 + ^2^32 == ^1^31 + C
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Therefore the following determinant vanishes;

1 gi2 ^i + 02gi2
g2l 1 &lg2l + &2 =0.

g31 g32 ^lg31 + <^2g32
Hence

(§32 —— gl2g3l) {(aig21 + ^2) —— (&lg21 + &2) j == 0,

namely (^32—gi2gsi){G^{x^)—Gv(^)) == 0. Hence by (3),
g32 == gi2g3i, that is,

G(^i, ^i)G(o;3, ^2) = G(^i, ^2)^(^3, a;i).

Similarly we obtain

G(^2, ^2)G(rr3, a;i) = G(x^ Xi)G{xs, x^

if G'X{xs) = Gv^). This completes the proof.
4. We are still making preparations.

LEMMA 7. — Let Vi be a compact subset of Q, XQ a point on K
and put

h{z) = inf {G(x(z); pi e ̂ o, Sa c K, G^o) > 1 ^

for any z e Q. J/* G satisfies the compact lower envelope principle,
there exists a positive measure UL, supported by K, such that

h •== GRL on K.
p^(i3),_put

^= |G^; ;x e TOo, Spi c K, Gpi(^o) >i^

We first show that for any n given points x^ . . ., Xn on K,
there exists a potential Gp. e= $ such that

G(JL(^) == h(Xi) (1 < i < n).

By the definition of A(z), to each o^ corresponds a sequence
| G(4° j of potentials in <& in such a way that G(4°(^) —^ A(^)
as /c-> oo. We may assume that G^\Xo) = 1 and hence the
total masses of ^l) are bounded. Therefore a subsequence
{^! converges vaguely to pi0. Then G^0 e= 0 and

(18) We assume the separability of K in the proof. However this assumption
is not essential. We can verify our lemma without the separability (cf. Lemma 3
in [7]).
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G^\Xi) = h{Xi). By the compact lower envelope principle,
G^WAG^A . . . AG[^ coincides with a potential G^. on K.
This potential fulfills our requirements.

Now let \Xi\{i = 1, 2, . . .) be a dense subset of K. By the
above remark there exists a positive measure ̂  for each n,
such that

Ga,e$

Gp-n(^o) == 1

G^O = U^i) i = 1, 2, ..., n.

Then a subsequence |̂ J of t ^ j converges vaguely to a
positive measure p., supported by K. Evidently Gpi belongs
to $ and G(^) = A(^)(i = 1, 2, . . .). By the upper semi-
continuity of A, G^.(z)</i(js) for any z e= K. Therefore G(A== /i
on K.

LEMMA 8. — Let G be a non-degenerate kernel on Q which
satisfies the compact lower envelope principle and the inverse
domination principle, and let Qo be a compact subset of Q. Then
there exists a mapping y from Qo into Qo ^ch that

W 9(^) ̂  x for any x in Qo?
(5) G(z/, 9(^)G(y(^), .r) = G(i/, ^)G(9(^), y(^)

/or any
x =^ y in Qo.

Proof. — Without loss of generality we may assume that
G(x, x) = 1 for any x in Q. We take an arbitrary fixed point
x in Qo, and we put

(6) h,{z) = inf | G^(z); [̂  e Wo, S(x c Qo, G^(x) > 1}

for any z in Q. Then by Lemma 7 there exists pi e ̂ 0? suppor-
ted by Qo, such that

hx{z) = G^{z) for any z in Qo.

By Lemma 4, a is uniquely determined by a given point x.
We shall show that there exists a unique point x' in Qo
such that (x = a^. with a-1 == G(^, a/). If the assertion is
false, S .̂ contains different points x ' and re"; take a compact
neighborhood K of x such that K ^ x\ We put ;x == ̂  4- pifc,
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where (J.K is the restriction of (x to K and (XK == UL — pi^. Then^
we can put

(7) G^{x) = 6 and G^{x) = = 1 — 9

with 0 < 9 < 1. By (6) and (7)

G^(z) > 9 h^{z) for any z e Q
G^) > (1 — 9)/i,(z) for any ^ e Q.

Since G[x(z) === Ga^z) + GpL^z) = h^z), it follows from the
above inequalities that

G(JLK = 9^ and G(XK == (1 — 9)^

in Q. Hence 9-^^ == (1 — 9)-^^ in Q, which contradicts
the unicity principle. Therefore there exists a unique point
x ' in QQ such that

(8) h^{z) = aG^.{z) for any z on Qo?

with a""1 == G(x, x ' ) . Thus we define a mapping © : Qn -̂  Q.
by y(aQ = ^(^).

Now we shall show the validity of (4). Contrary suppose
that y(rc) == x, and take a point re" -=^ x in Qy. Then by (6)

G£, < G{x, x^Ge^ on Qo.

On the other hand by the inverse domination principle

G£, > G{x, x'^G^ in Q.

Therefore G is degenerate. This is a contradiction.
Next we shall show the equality (5). Take different points x

and y in Qo- Then by (6)

G{x, y^))-^^) < G{x, t/)^G£,(y),

G(y, ^{x))G{x, y) < G(x, 9^)).
that is

Hence by (2) ^^w.
i1*) This mapping was first defined by Choquet-Deny [2].
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Therefore Lemma 3 yields

G(y, y(^)) _ 1
G(y,x) G(^{x),x)

This completes the proof.

Remark. — Just as Choquet and Deny did in [2], we can
show that y^) is uniquely determined.

3. Main theorem.

5. We now prove the following main theorem.

THEOREM 3. — Let G satisfy the continuity principle and
the compact lower envelope principle. Assume that Q is not
discrete that any open subset ofQ is of positive G-capacity and that
G or G is non-degenerate. Then G satisfies the ordinary domina-
tion principle.

Proof. — By the corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 it is suffi-
cient to show that if G is a non-degenerate finite continuous
kernel which satisfies the compact lower envelope principle
and the inverse domination principle, then Q is discrete. We
take an arbitrary fixed point XQ and its compact neighbor-
hood QQ. Then by Lemma 8 we have a mapping <p : QQ -> 0^
such that

y(^) ̂
G(y, ?^))G(9(^), x) = G(y, x)G(<p(x), 9^))

for any x -=f=^ y in Qo- Then XQ is an isolated point of Qo. In
fact, if \y^\ converges to XQ, then

G(^o, T(^o))G(T(^o), ^o) == lim G(y,, 9(^o))G(9(^o), ^o)
== lim G{yn, ^o)G(y(^o), 9(^0)) = G{xo, ^o)G(y(^o), y(^o)).

This contradicts the non-degeneracy of G. Therefore Q is
discrete.

6. Remark 1. — When G is a non-degenerate finite conti-
nuous kernel satisfying the compact lower envelope principle
and the inverse domination principle, so that Q is discrete,
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the mapping y in Lemma 8 maps Qo onto ^o and the kernel
G^ on Qo defined by

G ,̂ y) = G(^, 9(y))

satisfies the ordinary domination principle. This corresponds
to Choquet-Deny's theorem on «Modeles finis» (cf. Theo-
reme 3 in [2]).

Remark 2. — Let Q be discrete. Then there always exists a
non-degenerate finite continuous kernel G on Q which satis-
fies the compact lower envelope principle and the inverse
domination principle. For example, G defined by

p / ^ (1 for x == y^{^y) =]^ , "(2 for x ^f=- y
fulfills all the requirements.
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